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A phenomenon of Raman scattering of electromagnetic waves by fluctuations of the magnetic 
moment is predicted. The coefficient of extinction for the scattered radiation is calculated. 

RAMAN scattering- that is, the appearance of 
shifted frequencies in the spectrum of the scattered 
radiation - is connected with an interaction of the 
incident electromagnetic wave with the characteris
tic oscillations of the scattering object. A ferromag
netic dielectric possesses an additional branch of 
oscillations, produced by propagation of spin waves. 
The magnetic field of the incident wave interacts 
with the oscillations of the magnetic moment (with 
the spin wave), and this also should lead to charac
teristic Raman scattering. The present communi
cation is devoted to the theoretical elucidation of 
this phenomenon. 

We consider the case in which the frequency w0 

of the incident wave is much larger than the char
acteristic frequencies of the ferrodielectric. The 
discussion applies to waves in the millimeter range 
or in the far infrared part of the spectrum, since a 
ferromagnetic dielectric is transparent at these fre
quencies. It is true, of course, that this can be the 
case only at sufficiently low temperatures, where 
the semiconducting properties of the ferrites are 
not exhibited. Then the system of equations that 
describes the scattered field in the medium has 
the form 

1 E aEsc cur H ----= 0 
sc c at · 

1 aBsc 
curl Esc+ cat= 0, 

Bsc= lise+ 47tMsc, 8Msc/ iJt = g [Msp X Hinc ]. (1) 

Quantities related to the scattered wave are distin
guished by the index "sc"; Msp is the oscillating 
part of the magnetic moment, due to the spin wave; 
Hinc is the magnetic field intensity of the incident 
wave. Hinc satisfies the linear Maxweil equations 
for a ferromagnetic dielectric. 

Since by hypothesis the frequency of the incident 
wave is large, the magnetic permeability of the fer
rite can be set equal to unity, i.e., Mine= 0. This 
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has permitted omission, in the equation for Msc, 
of all terms containing Mine. Omitted also are 
terms g [ HeffX Msc ] , with Heff = H0 + .BMo ( Ho 
is a constant field applied to the ferrite along its 
axis of easiest magnetization; M 0 is the saturation 
magnetic moment; ,B is the anisotropy constant), 
since by hypothesis wo » gHeff· 

From the system (1) we have 

(2) 

We expand Msp as a Fourier integral in time: 
c.o 

Msp== ~ Mne-mt dQ. (3) 
-00 

Since the magnetic field of the incident wave is pro-
portional to e-iwot (H· = H e-iwot) we get from InC Wo • 
(2) for the Fourier component Ew of the scattered 
field, where w = w0 + Q, 

ikR 
E"' (r) =-f ~ curl' [Mn (r')xH "'• (r')] e R dv'. (4) 

where 

(5) 

On taking into account that the distance to the 
point at which the field is sought is much larger 
than the linear dimensions of the scattering body 
(the ferrite), we find from (4) 

ikR, I 
E"' = - g Roc ) curl [Mn (r')XH"', (r')] e--ikr' dv', k = krjr. 

(6) 

Since Hw0 ( r') = Hw0eikor', where k5 = w5E( w0 )/ c2, 

it is easy to obtain from the last expression 
ikR, (' 

E"' =- ig cRo ) {Mn (r') (kHwJ - Hw, (kMn (r'))} e-iqr' dv', 

(7) 

where q = k - k0• 

We are interested in the scattering of an electro
magnetic wave by thermal fluctuations of magnetic 
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moment; that is, by spin waves of random amplitude. 
Naturally the mean value of the scattered field in 
this case is zero, since <Mn> = 0. Here and 
hereafter, <f> denotes the statistical mean of 
the quantity f. 

For description of the properties of the scattered 
radiation, it is convenient to introduce the tensor 

which according to (6) is equal to 

(a., ~=X, y) 

( V is the volume of the scattering body; Hi 
= ( Hw0 )i ). 

(8) 

(9) 

In obtaining the last formula we have made use 
of the facts that: (1) in the tensor Iik only the x 
and y components differ from zero, if the z axis 
is taken along the vector k; (2) < Mi ( r) Mk ( r' ) > n 
= < MiMk> n depends only on p = r - r'. 

It is clear from formula (9) that the tensor com
ponents Iaf3 are determined by the Fourier trans
forms <MiMk>n,q (because of the smallness of 
the correlation distance as compared with the dim en
sions of the body, the integration in (9) is extended 
over all space). If we neglect spatial dispersion of 
the magnetic susceptibility, then by proceeding as 
was done, for example, in reference 1, one can 
obtain 

(MtMk)a, q = (M;Mk)a, o = 2: x;k (.Q) c~th ;~, 

x;k (.Q) = ( 1 1 2i){x,k (.Q)- x;, (.Q)}. (10) 

Here Xik ( n) is the magnetic susceptibility tensor 
of the ferrite. 

Neglect of spatial dispersion is legitimate if the 
incident wavelength satisfies the following condi
tion: 

'f- >a VI I g1iHetf ~ (30 to 100) a, (11) 

where I is the exchange integral (I "' 10 -ta erg) 
and a is the interatomic distance. This condition 
shows that up to ultraviolet frequencies the inci
dent wave interacts chiefly with the uniform oscil
lation of the magnetic moment. From (10) and 
(9) we have 

2 k2'fiH2V h 'fi.Q { 2 • • • + • } I a.~= g --2 - cot ZT e;x../3- e~ezx.z- e.ezX~z e.e~Xzz . 
Z1tR 0C2 

(12) 

We assume that the incident wave is linearly 

polarized. The vector e = H/H is its polarization 
unit-vector. 

By definition, the extinction coefficient h is 
equal to 

h = (R~J VH2 ) ~~I •• (.Q)dodw, w = w0 + .Q, (13) 

where do is an element of solid angle (the inte
gration is extended over all directions of the wave 
vector of the scattered wave). On substituting (12) 
in (13) and carrying out the integration, we get 

(14) 

where x"e is the vector with components xfkek. 
If Xfk = X" oik• that is, if the anisotropy of the 

tensor Xi'k can be neglected, then 

h = (8g2k21i 1 3c2) ~ x" (.Q) coth (Ti.Q; 2T) d.Q. (15) 

If the incident radiation is unpolarized, then the 
expression (14) must be averaged over all orienta
tions of the vector e. The result of the averaging 
is 

In the averaging we assumed that Xi't = X22 = X1 
and that Xja = Xaj = 0 for j = 1, 2, 3; 8 is the 
angle between axis 3 and the direction of propa
gation of the scattered wave, k0 /k0• 

The tensor Xik that was used is characteristic 
of ferrites (with axis 3 pointed along an axis of 
easiest magnetization) if we suppose that we have 
to do with a ferrite magnetized to saturation. Under 
these conditions, the magnetic susceptibility is de
termined by rotation of the magnetic moment under 
the influence of the external field. 

The expression (16) determines the total inten
sity (at all frequencies) of the scattered radiation. 
The integrand is the density of radiation in the fre
quency interval ( w, w + dw ) . Since Xl ( w ) has a 
resonance character, the scattered radiation is 
concentrated near the frequencies w = w0 ± Wr, 
where wr = gHeff is the ferromagnetic resonance 
frequency:* 

h = ~I,,il(w+w,)dw, 

In the derivation of the last formula, we used 

*cur = gHeff is the frequency of uniform ferromagnetic reso
nance for an infinite ferrite or a specimen in the form of a 
sphere. For specimens of more complicated shape, the reso
nance frequency depends on the demagnetizing factors. The 
possibility of neglecting the shape of the specimen is based 
on the fact that representative dimensions L of the specimen 
are large (L » c/ CUr ""' 1 em). 
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the expression for xr ( w) known from the theory 
of ferromagnetic resonance: 

(18) 

Here we have neglected the finite width of the 
ferromagnetic resonance line. If we take account 
of the line width, then according to (16) and (18) we 
get 

00 

h=_i_(l--1-cos26)gsk•1iMwr \ cur1(1iQj2T)dQ (19) 
2 3 c• "'j) (Q ±OJ )2 + "f)zw2 ' 

0 r r 

where rJ =·A./ gM; A. is the relaxation constant in 
the equation of motion of the magnetic moment. 

In order to estimate the magnitude of the extinc
tion coefficient, we may use formula (17). If we as
sume tiwr « 2T and take the incident wavelength 
equal to 1 mm, then h ~ 10-16 . Such extinction co
efficients are easy to measure by modern methods 

of radio technology. Study of the dependence of lw 
on frequency provides a possibility of determining 
the resonance frequencies (and line shapes ) of a 
ferromagnetic dielectric. 

In closing, we mention that the radiation scat
tered by a ferrite possesses peculiar polarization 
properties. Because of the gyrotropy of the scat
tering medium, the scattered radiation is a mixture 
(superposition) of two circularly polarized beams, 
with the relative intensity different in different 
directions. 

1 L. D. Landau and E. M. Lifshitz, 
3JieKTpOAHHaMHKa cnJIOUIHbiX cpeA (Electrodynamics 
of Continuous Media), Fizmatgiz, 1958. 

Translated by W. F. Brown, Jr. 
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